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Protonation states of
amino acid sidechains
pKa
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Figure from :
D. L. Nelson & M. M. Cox, Lehninger
Principles of Biochemistry, Third Edition.
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Above the pKa,
[A–] > [HA]

“free energy of transfer”
of AH from water to the
protein

Reference :
M. H. M. Olsson, C. R. Søndergaard, M. Rostkowski & J. H. Jensen.
2011. J. Chem.Theory Comput. 7, 525–537.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ct100578z

Definition of ΔpKa

pKa of residue
i in the protein

Standard pKa of
residue in water

pKa shift for residue i due
to the protein environment

The direction of the
pKa shift depends on
whether it is A– or
AH that increases its
stability the most by
being in the protein.
If the protein stabilizes state A– more than state AH,
ΔpKa is negative and the pKa will decrease.
If the protein stabilizes state AH more than state A–,
ΔpKa is positive and the pKa will increase.

Will it increase
enough to change the
protonation state at
physiological pH ?

Reference :
M. H. M. Olsson, C. R. Søndergaard, M. Rostkowski & J. H. Jensen.
2011. J. Chem.Theory Comput. 7, 525–537.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ct100578z
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Based on a figure from :
R. Lonsdale, J. N. Harvey, and A. J. Mulholland.
2012. Chem. Soc. Rev. 41, 3025-3038
http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/C2CS15297E

How is the ΔpKa estimated in PROPKA?
Charge-charge interactions
with other residues

Loss of solvation
caused by protein

Screened Coulomb interaction

Intrinsic electrostatics (interactions
with surrounding polar groups)
Rule to
assign the
sign of the
interaction
Effective
dielectric
constant

Influence of
buried ratio
Hydrogen bonding with
neighbouring residues

Penalty for "reverse"
hydrogen bonds

θ is the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle.
For freely rotating donor-hydrogen bonds,
cos θ is set to 1.

Buried
ratio

Distance-dependent weight function (makes the
screened interaction constant for r < rmin, and
pure Coulomb for r > rmax)
Reference :
M. H. M. Olsson, C. R. Søndergaard, M. Rostkowski & J. H. Jensen. 2011. J. Chem.Theory Comput. 7, 525–537.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ct100578z

How is the ΔpKa estimated in PROPKA?

Reference :
M. H. M. Olsson, C. R. Søndergaard, M. Rostkowski & J. H. Jensen. 2011. J. Chem.Theory Comput. 7, 525–537.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ct100578z

How accurate are the ΔpKa estimates from
PROPKA?

Reference :
M. H. M. Olsson, C. R. Søndergaard, M. Rostkowski & J. H. Jensen. 2011. J. Chem.Theory Comput. 7, 525–537.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ct100578z

How accurate are the ΔpKa estimates from
PROPKA?

scary…

Reference :
M. H. M. Olsson, C. R. Søndergaard, M. Rostkowski & J. H. Jensen. 2011. J. Chem.Theory Comput. 7, 525–537.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ct100578z

MolProbity: all-atom
structure validation
for macromolecular
crystallography
Detects:
atomic clashes
favorable hydrogen bonds and van der
Waals (vdW) contacts
Cβ deviations and bad rotamers
Ramachandran outliers (φ,ψ)
Bond-angle and bond-length outliers

•
•
•
•
•

Figure 1

Reference :
V. B. Chen et al. 2010. Acta Cryst. D66, 12–21. http://dx.doi.org/10.1107/S0907444909042073

An outlier legend, showing each symbol used in a MolProbity multicriterion kinemage and illustrating the relationship of the three types of
all-atom contact to the atomic van der Waals (vdW) surfaces (spheres of
small gray dots). The symbols for favorable hydrogen bonds and vdW
contacts are included for completeness, as well as the hot-pink spikes of a
clash outlier. A C! deviation of #0.25 Å is shown as a magenta ball
centered on the ideal C! position and tangent to the modeled position.
Bad rotamers are shown as gold side chains and Ramachandran outliers
as heavy green lines to the midpoints of the two peptides. Bond-angle
outliers are indicated by a fan of lines from the ideal to the modeled bond
(red if wide, blue if narrow). Bond-length outliers are indicated as
stretched (red) or compressed (blue) springs. A suspicious ribose pucker
is diagnosed by the perpendicular distance from the 30 (following)
phosphate to the line of the glycosidic C10 —N1/9 bond and is flagged by a
representation of that construction (in magenta if too short, as here, and
in purple if too long).

‘

• peptide bonds are planar due to their partial double bond character
• planes are formed from the backbone carbonyl oxygen to the backbone
amino hydrogen in each peptide subunit (residue)
• rotations of these planar groups are allowed
• rotations occur around the N-Cα and Cα-C’ bonds; these bond angles are
called Φ and Ψ, respectively, and are also known as dihedral angles
• due to steric hindrances caused by bulky R groups, the extents of rotations
around Φ and Ψ are limited according to the amino acid composition of the
polypeptide

Figure from: Allen, J.P. ‘Biophysical Chemistry’ (2008)

The Peptide Bond: Dihedral Angles

C-TERMINUS

N-TERMINUS

• a fully extended polypeptide has Φ = Ψ = ω = 180°
• due to a steric clash between the backbone carbonyl oxygen and
the amino hydrogen, Φ = Ψ = 0° is forbidden

Figure from: ‘Proteins 2nd ed.’ T.E. Creighton (1993) W.H. Freeman & Co.

Dihedral Angles – Another View of Φ, Ψ, and ω

• Ramachandran plots are a
convenient way to visualize the
distribution of backbone Φ and Ψ
angles for all residues in a protein
• the angles on each axis vary from
-180o to +180o ; since these angles
are equivalent, the plots are
continuous
• where a particular residue is allowed
depends on its identity: Ala residues,
for example, are found mostly in the
upper-left quadrant and mid-left
regions; Gly residues, due to higher
backbone flexibility, are allowed in
all four quadrants; Pro residues, due
to their constrained nature, are
found along Φ = -60o.

Figure from: http://dx.doi.org/10.4061/2011/278051

Ramachandran Plots

Ramachandran Plot of fatty acyl-CoA ligase.
The black dots represent individual amino acid
residues in the protein. The red regions are
know as ‘core’ or ‘favoured’ regions. The dark
yellow regions are ‘allowed’. The light yellow
regions are ‘generous’. Residues outside these
regions are ‘disallowed’, and are likely in an
atypical local geometry, or indicate a problem
with the protein structure.

Ala
Gly
Figure from: ‘Proteins 2nd ed.’ T.E. Creighton (1993) W.H. Freeman & Co.

Ramachandran Plots

Both DNA and RNA show more non-uniform distribution of
local problems than do proteins, with the bases and phosphates located well and the rest of the sugar-phosphate
backbone very prone to errors (Word, Lovell, Richardson et
al., 1999; Murray et al., 2003), since it has many torsion variables and rather indistinct electron density at moderate
resolutions. All-atom contacts are very helpful in diagnosing

structure. These conformers and their ‘suiteness’ quality score
are listed in the MolProbity multi-chart.

2.6. The overall
MolProbity score
MolProbity: all-atom structure
validation
In response to user demand, the ‘MolProbity score’
for macromolecular crystallography
provides a single number that represents the central Mol-

Figure 5

The general case Ramachandran kinemage and the C" deviation kinemage for file 2dq4. In (a) the ’, values for each residue are plotted on a
background of the smoothed contours from high-quality data (see text). Over 98% lie inside the inner ‘favored’ 98% contour, but there are seven outliers
outside the outer 99.95% contour. Gly, Pro and pre-Pro residues are on separate plots (not shown). In (b) the C" deviation kinemage shows each
residue’s C" position relative to an ideal C" and its three bond vectors (gray lines). Circles mark the deviation distances, with the yellow circle at the
0.25 Å cutoff for outliers. Most of the distribution is good, but an adjacent Leu and Trp in each chain (labeled) are part of an outlier cluster and probably
reflect distortions caused by a local fitting problem.
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Reference :
V. B. Chen et al. 2010. Acta Cryst. D66, 12–21. http://dx.doi.org/10.1107/S0907444909042073

Acta Cryst. (2010). D66, 12–21

